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OUTLINE OF DIDIER CHANARON'S LIFE 


Born in 1932 to a lower-middle class family. Second of three sons. 
Catholic and timourous family, living in a village - provincial 
life, awareness of neighbours and what they think • 

Occupation, the family moves to the'zone libr~. 1943, the boy contracts 
a lung disease; sanatorium in the Alps. Meets village boys; friendship 
with one of them, Vincent who knows the mountains very well and has a 
quiet personality. One day Vincent asks Didier to hide some papers and 
a bundle for him. For fear of being found at the sanatorium, Didier 
refuses and findsflater on, the boy hanged by the Germans at the bells 
rope of the village's church. 
Later on, in Paris, Didier meets a studentj he himself works in a 
factory. The girl comes from an upper middle class family and has 
run away from home. She involves him with UNEF activities which he 
follows from a distance since he has never liked the idea of belonging 
to any group. The girl fancies the idea of 'engagement' (this is the late 
50's in the Latin quarter) but this remains verbal as far as she is 
concerned. Didier starts a friendship with a North African worker 
who later on asks him to hide a friend. Remembering the Resistance 
incident, Didier accepts. The girl finds out and is both excited 
and horrified. By this stage, she is pregnant. Her family summons 
her to leave Paris, which she eventually does when the police arrest 
Didier. He finds himself involved with the reseau Jeanson. 
In the course of the trial, his political awareness becomes more and 
more acute, he sides with the main actors of the reseau and becomes 
seriously desillusioned with ideology. 
Meantime, the girl's family conceals every memory linkej with Didier 
and the hero, his son, is born and raised without any knowledge of 
his father whom he assumes iP~.e dead. (1960-61). However, at the 
age of 16 or 18, he finds the diaries his father wrote while in 
prison; his mother is at that stage duly married and endorses the 
dominant feeling that the members of the reseau were t~tors to 
the nation. In the 70's, she explains to her son that she acted 
for the best interest of everyone involved and represents the 
standpoint of the establishment. 
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DEMO OF MARCH 9, 1956 

Demo of all Algerian workers; impact varied greatly with industries. 

Overall, it afiected only 30per cent of the North African personnel, but 
the car industry was widely affected. 

Groups of workers gathered near the Citrogn factory in Clichy; 
some tentative piquets sprung up before the police intervened and 
dispersed the crowd. A word ran among demonstrators: the Mosque.

LA t18sqMe' 
at ll:am there was a gathering rue du Puits de l'Ermite; at 14:90 
the gathering spread to the place du Puits de l'Ermite, and at 14:40 
a green and white flag bearing the star and crescent was deployed, this 
was the flag of the fellagas; it was applauded by 3000 Algerians, in 
the heart of Paris. 
At 15:00 a march began, through rue Lacepede, rue Geoffroy St Hilaire, 
Bd St Marcel, Bd de l'Hopital; It crossed the Seine, followed the 
Bd Morland. The police had parked a massive number of forces in 
the Bd St Michel and Bd St Germain. The whole demo went on without 
trouble. 

POSITION OF SENATOR KENNEDY ON THE ALGERIAN PORBLEM (july 57) 

Senator JF Kennedy asked the President of the US and the Secretary of 
State to use their influence to end the Algerian war so as to &cknow
ledge "the Algerian personality and independance". He went on say 
that the French solutions were totally outdated. 

The attitude of the US in this matter comes down to 
abandoning every principle of independance and anti 
colonialism, whatever the diplomatic amenities, legalities 
and even strategic considerations used as justification 
may be. 

Dulles took the defense of Hrench policies in a Press Conference on July 2nd 
and in Algiers, Lacoste protested vehemently that the problem was essen

tially a French one. "L'Algerie ne sera pas independante", he 
said on the 7th of July. Yet the tone of his address was 
such that Kennedy had to reply later on~ on July 8. 

"No affirmation saying that France will solve this 
problem alone or claim that it is best not to mention this 
matter publicly will conceal the fact that the Algerians will 
one day be free." 
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BACKGROUND 0, THE YEAR 1957 

of use for the possible diary 
of the hero's father. 

21 Jan. 57~ arrest of 31 members of the FLN in Parisian suburbs (i.e 
shantytown of Nanterre) Prison of Fresnes houses the 31 memoers, as 
it later on was to house Henri Curiel himself, and before him the male 
memoers of the trial Reseau Jeanson. These FLN members were found 
collecting funds for the FLN. They were transfered to Algiers on 
Jan 25 on board an Air France plane. 

28 Jan 57: upon the request of the FLN there was a general strike; 
among students, there were several cases of hunger strike. Because 
the 28th of Jaawas a monday (and shops are usually closed in France 
on a monday), the whole country was expectant and unsure about the 
meaning of the strike. Marches went on in the capital _ city with 
banners reading "Independance de l'Algerie". All marches were 
followed with great calm. 

UGEMA (union des etudiants musulmans) including Moroccan, Lebanese, 
Tunisian, Syrian students and French student. members of the Nouvelle 
Gauche, along with the Union des Etudisnts Communistes, writes a 
message of solidarity after hearing the political'reyendications'of
the FLN. (= CIQ,(~S ) 

During the course of the week, the strike spreads in France (fir~-~~ 
~~ in Algiers ••• ) 

31.1.57 FLN members are reported to pressure workers (North African 
workers) so as to spread the strike further. 

2.2.57: Communique des Etudiants de France. 
The Union des Grandes Ecoles and L'UNEF (Union Nationale des 

Etudiants de France, still active today and particularly well-know 
for its action in 1968) puolish a manifest in which they 

"express their greatest worry in this climate of police 
intimidation which is becoming dayly more harrassing and 
chiefly threatens students.... If the only charge found 
against students is to have expressed and published nationa
list opinions hostile to the policies of the French govern
ment, measures taken against. them constitute a direct 
attack against freedom of expression. 
UNEF and UEE (Union des Etudiants Etrangers) refuse to support 
any political position whatever it may be, but they keep 
on defending in the name of every student in the Universities 
of France the right to say what they think. 
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Today, and for the first time since the Lib~ration, 
the very basis of democracy is challenged." 

The reseau Jeanson seems to have been established in 1958. 
It would be premature to talk about it in 57. 

The reality of "bidonvilles" (shantytowns) was met dayly 
by residents of Nanterre. The number of North African workers was 
very high in certain industries such as automobile construction (see 
novel Elyse ou la vraie vie by Claire Etcherelli describing the love 
affair of a French girl and an Algerian worker, the constant pJlice 
threat and the "ratonades" or police brutalities in the course of 

"perquisitions~' searches. These ratonnades (or ratonades) happened 
mostly before 1958. 

Insulting words designating North African people include 
Bicot, bougnoul, melon, raton. An Algerian woman is often called 
mouquere ou moukere ou mousmee (all 3 derog.) Some Algerian words 
have commonly come into the French lexicon such as toubib (doctor) 
kawa (coffee) 
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CONTEXT OF THE TRIAL "Reseau Jeanson" 

DST: 	 Section of the Police responsible for anti-terrorist action. 
Direction de Surveillance du Territoire 

At the end of January 1969 (24,25), the DST publishes results of 
its action. Since 1956 26,542 arrests 

l2~OOO prisoners 
2,886 Muslims killed in 4 years 

20 police killed in 4 years 
67 civilians killed in 4 years 

240 millions old francs seized in the period 
as funds directed to the FLN 

Between july and Dec. 59, the police (DST) made 456 "arrestations 
interessantes". (major personalities of the FLN in France) So far, 
no ''Metropolitains'' are involved, at least officially. 

Saturday February 13, 1960, the first French A BOMB exploded at Reggane 
in the Sahara. 

Febr.25: the DST announces the arrest of the leader of the FLN on the 
metropole and the discovery of a "reseau de soutien". The FLN leader 
was Haddad Hamada, age 38, without profession or address. 

After this announcement came a Communique from the Home Office. 
I~ long enquiry had registered the clandestine activities 
of several French citizens in the metropole; they were 
frequently traveling and had numerous means of action at 
their disposal, such as cars with foreign plates for some 
of them, forged passports and ID, hideouts.~ 

10 French citizens were arrested, l30,OOONF found along 
with several cars. 

Arrested on 17 rue des Acacias, MIle Cuenat. Jeacques Charpit 
(who worked for RTF, radio and television), M. Tribouta (a 
TV producer or rather assistant producer) and his wife. 
Later on, Georges Meier was also arrested as a woman (later 
named as Jeanine Cahen) was delivering money to him (50,OOONF) 
G.Meier was a known link between the French and foreign FLN 
netwerks, and carried on several occasions the famous suitcases 
transporting funds to Swiss banks. 
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The head of the French reseau~ Francis Jeanson, was on the 
run. He and his wife had published a controversial book 
L'Algerie horS~la~loi. From 1951 to 56~ he acted as manager 
of the review Les Temps Modernes directed by Jean-Paul Sartre. 
He was known to be seriously ill. One of his articles in 
Les Temps Modernes was at the origin of the famous quarrel 
between Sartre and Camus (who died in december 1959 and was 
burried in early Jan.60 in Lourmarin). The quarrel was about 
the links of the left wing with the communist party. 
Jeanson was a prominent member of the University and had 
much audience among the youth. 
At the time of the trial~ his leadership at the head of the 
reseau passed on to Henri Curiel. See a fascinating biography 
of Curiel by Gilles Perrault, Un Homme APart published in 1984 
by Barrault in Paris. Curiel was assassinated on the 4th of 
May 1978 Rue Rollin where he lived. 

The instruction was given to M. Batigne. lharged:Micheline 
Pouteau, 31, teacher of English in a lycee in Neuilly sur 
Seine and lived in S~vres. She was sent to the prison de 
la Roquette. 

March 8: the case was sent to the Tribunal Militaire. 

Arrests were made near the Swiss boarder linked with a case 
of helping Aggerian FLN members to cross the boarder. Abbe 
Christian Corre and student in medicine Hubert Corty were 
involved alo~g with Diego Masson-Makles. A question~ose 
whether the mouvement Jeune Resistance was linked to the 
reseau Jeanson. Tftis pt:8VIiiUi Qla:oDAOl1S.7Ht ~~w.as liD· 

Attys Halimi and Mercier~ defending France Binard, were denied 
access to the files. 

March 19: first questioning; M. Paul Grauchet guilty of 
hiding the head of FLN, Hadda Hamada. Later on, he was ) 
acquitted. Cht~k .tu ~ k.t1 'RM4wf.t~t of ~ tr.o)~ i~ 
30 March: Mme Charbit arrested. 
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Trial of the Members of the "JEANSON NETWORK" 

( "Le Reseau Jeanson") 

Military Tribunal 

Convicted: Muslims Hamada Haddad federal head of the FLN 
Hamini Aliana 
Ould Younes 
in all, 6 persons, all males 

5 on the run 

French Jacques Charbit and Aline, his wife 
Helene Cuenat all 3 actors 
Gloria de Herrera US painter (artist) 
France Binard 
Jean Claude Paupert 
Michele Pouteau 
Jeanine Cahen 
in all, 11 persons

4 on the run {, ,....:tit I ~ $11"'" + l 
. 1 

~./ 

Attorneys for the Muslim defense: 	 Mic~le Beauvillard 
Benabdallah 
Oussedik 
Radziewski 

Attorneys for the French defense: Maitres 	Roland Dumas 
Verges 
Gisele Halimi (prominent figure of 

the French bar, of Algerian origin, 
very involved in various protests 
against torture and a prominent 
feminist and friend of S. de Beau
voir. ) 

J, Mercier 
Badinter (presently Mlnister of Jus

tice in France, suppressed the 
capital punishment in France.) 

Witnesses for the defense: 	 Edmont Michelet 
Andre Malraux (only sent a letter) 
Sartre, Mauriac, Vercors 
Beauvoir, Durras 
among others 

President du Conseil: Cuberlier 
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The trial opened on September, 1960. It very soon 
appeared that the main concern would lie in the involvment of 
the French defenden~with the FLN. The prossecution, however, 
started with questions to the Muslim party. 

There was a rather funny misunderstanding about the 
interpreter who turned out to oe unable to understand the literary 
Arabic spoken by Hamini Aliana (note the Arabic custom of quoting 
the family name first). The issue was brought out to the President. 

Le President: What is meant by 'Literary Arabic'?' 
Ma~tre Verg~s: Any Araoic that is not dialectal. 
Ma~tre Oussedik: How will our client be able to 

follow a debate with an interpreter 
who does not speak his language? 

The Interpreter (shyly): This is true, I do not 
understand him••• 

On that first day of the trial, it was revealed that 
a petition was signed by 121 writers, academics and artists. The 
petition, later on known as the Petition des 121, was in fact 
signed in July. Among the personalities involved were Sartre, 
Beauvoir, Maspero, Signoret, Vercors, Duras. The act indicated 
that 00 

we respect and find justified the refusal to take 
arms against the Algerian people. 

On the 8 of September the signatories were heard by the Police 
who asked for a confirmation oftheir_intellt to sign such a pe
tition. 

On the 9th, the public prosecutor's department opened 
"une information contre X pour provocation a l'insoumission et a 
la desertion". The judge nominated for that instruction was Perez. 

Back to the trial, on the 9th, the Muslim defendents 
refused to climb i~the black maria that was to drive them to 
the ruedu Cherche-Midi where the instruction was taking place. 
On the previous day, they had left the prison de Fresnes at 
10 in the morning and were kept in the police van where they 
could neither move nor eat. They attended the hearing on an 
empty stomach and this lasted some eleven hours,so when they 
returned to the prison dinner time had long come and gone. 
After a two hours discussion, they finally accepted to ride in 
a coach to the tribunal and this aroused the anger of some 
members of the public who found that French soldiers in Algeria 
certainly did not enjoy such luxurious treatment. From then on, 
most hearings were to start behind schedule. 
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In reply to the Petition d~s 121, the Mouvenent 
National d' Action CiviquQ signed a communique to"condem·.l 
as a definite act of treason the scandalous manifesto in which 
121 persons belonging to circles of "intellectual" repute have 
endeavoured to justify insubordination in Algeria, making themselves 
guilty of inciting troups to desobedience." This was signed by 
Prof Henri Mazeaud of the Law University of Paris, Heurgon and 
Picard from the Sorbonne and a few other personalities • 

There is a great deal of bickering between the judges 
and the attorneys of the defense during the trial; as early as 
the 10th September,.att~Dumas and Verges are condemned to a six 
and four months susp~nsion for lack. ef respect to'the tribunal; 
this was upon the request of the Commissaire du Gouvernement. 

Maitre Ha1imi expressed her dismay at the waste of 
time occuring in the first week of the trial in the following 
manner: 

For the first time Algerians and French people at 
the head of a so-called support network were sitting 
side by side and expressing the community of 
interest linking two peopl~in the process of a 
revolution ••• The metropolitan members indeed 
wanted to put the Algerian war in the clock. But 
at the same time and essentially, they intended 
to explain their choice. They meant to define 
the policy which they see to be the fairest for 
the future of the French people. 

It soon appeared that the metropolitan members of....the Jeanson network were to be treated las separate cases: some 
claimed their full knowledge of the activities of the organi
sation whereas others accused of hiding muslims said they were 
not aware of the identity of the persons they were hiding. 
Others still had carried suitcases or envelopes whithout -~ 
knowing what these contained. One woman was very pio~~nd 
worked in connection with a Foyer de Jeunes Fi11es; she assumed 
that thesuitcases were full of clothes for the poor. But all 
the defendents expressed a community of feeling as regard to 
their struggle against the Algerian war. This was best summarised 
as follows: 

When helping the Algerian people we are not 
betraying France by any means; we only defend the 
principles we were taught on our school benches, 
namely the right of a people to self-determination, 
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respect of individual freedom, etc; all these 
principles have been held ~ to ridicule during 
the Algerian events. (./.eo ~vene~lIItt d/ A-Leert'e) 

And there were some references to torture and rigged 
elections. Upon which the judges and the Commissaire du Gouver
nement asked the defendents: 

Have you been to Algeria? Have you seen the 
"camps de regroupements II (concentration camps) 
which you are mentioning? Have you personnally 
witnessed atrocities commited by troups? 

Everyone replied negatively, but Roland Dumas revealed 
that France Binard had lost 8 members of her family in nazy camps 
and Jean-Claude Paupert came up with a report oLhideous deeds 
perpetrated by French soldiers upon prisonners. He had served 
in the French army and scenes encountered there lead him to join 
the Jeanson network later on. He concluded: 

..,.i-
These men wore your uniform mine, and we all are 
responsible. Before I went there, I told 
myself that I had nothing to fight for in Algeria. 
I was wrong. I know now what Twas fylJt:n.j for. 
This is what is bringing me here. 

Meantime, a series of demonstrations went on outside 
the Tribunal: it is not without interest to note that this same 
room in the rue du Cherche~Midi had housed the trial of Dreyfus. 
Also, several organisations of veterans brought wreaths to the 
gates of the Prison de Fresnes where the defendents were detained. 

Things were not much smoother inside the tribunal. Maitre Michele 
Beauvillard showed a letter of threats addressed to her. And 
then came the "affaire Sidos" when Jacques Sidos, brother of 
Pierre Sidos, leader of the Extreme Right wing mouvement Jeune 
Nation, was seen shaking hands on several occasions with the 
judges. The defense attorneys asked for fhe judges to be called 
off but the tribunal refused to do so. At this point, the 
entire group of attorneys stood up in silence and Roland Dumas 
said that "the defense Ctr.J.d not,t,u..t . the tribunal any longer." 
The hearing was ajourned. On the next day, the two judges (who 
had never been mentioned by name at any time) were absent for 
an unspecified cause which everyone seemed to find explicit 
enough as the trial could then resume more or less smoothly. 
It was then~urn of Michele Pouteau to be questionned. 

Michele Pouteau was une agregee d'anglais and 
taught in a good lycee. She enjoyed an excellent 
reputation and gave the following justification 
to her involvment with the reseau: 
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I felt compelled to commit myself fully, all 
the more as I had a very secure position in 
society. 

A graphological study provided another example of 
the constantly frustrated feelings existing between the defense 
attorneys ant the judges. Two experts had been called for a 
study of a note left in a fIatt Edouard de Rougemont and Felix 
Michaux were to say whether it was written by Jeanine Cahen or 
not~ They were adamant that she had indeed written it and said 
so in court when someone in the audience interrupted calmly to 
insist he had written that note himself. The note mentioned a 
young person who was to be presented to a member of the reseauj 
the young person was described as reliable and hard working, 
The conclusion that had come to mind before the actual author 
of the note intervened was that Jeanine Cahen had a direct in~ 
volvment in the reseau, a fact which was not fully established 
thus far (since she did not know the identity of the persons 
she hid etc)~ Yet as it turned ~~; the note was written by 
a fellow teacher who was talking~ione of his students. The 
two experts questioned the authenticity of the witness and asked 
for a count~ examination which the judges refused. 

r~~~ 
Then came the witnesses. A long series of them, 

many illustrious, all agreeing on the good moral qualities of 
the defendents. To the point that the newspaper reporters 
envied the characters who could generate such a unanimous praise. 
Some witnesses declined f::8 C411ft. to court in person COT. could not 
do so, like Sartre who was at the time travelling in Latin Ame.... 
rica): thos~~~~t letters to the judges ~ read them publicly. 
Th~ was the case of a letter by Tanguy Prigent, a former minister 
of Guy Mollet, who sat in the same cabinet as M~ Lacoste, the 
IDan in charge of Algiers, as Roland Dumas was prompt to note 
at the end of his reading. Mr. Prigent was testifying on behalf 
of Jean-Claude Paupert, 

I do not claim to talk for the conscience of the 
whole people, but my total and deep conviction is 
that the Algerian war is both criminal and absurd. 
It could be brought to an end at once, I refuse to 
blame those who, in their conscience,and aware of 
all the risks, do' 'not accept to kill or to be killed. 
Were I a judge, eventhough I may not approve of 
every action of the defendents, I would not condemn 
them because their conscience and their courage 
motivated them, they were Sincere, and I would not 
have the possibility to judge thos~ who are truly 
responsible•. 
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Francis Jeanson himself was still free; the newpaper 
Verite Liberte was seized for the second time in a fortnight because 
it had published the complete text of Jeanson's book Notre Guerre 
(Our War). 

On the 18th and 19th of September, came the first 
charges to the authors of the Petition of the 121. Some prominent 
figures of the University were revoked, among which Jean-Louis 
BolY, a former Prix Goncourt. 

Sept. 20: M. Paul Teitgen came to the tribunal. His 
titles inc1ude"Maitre de Requetes au Consei1 d'Etat" and he was 
a former General Secretary to the Prefecture of Algiers in charge 
of the police (1956-7). 

M. 	 Teitgen:May this same severity which we expect from 
this tribunal against those it is judging 
come upon those who soiled the honour of this 
country and the honour of its army. 

Maitre Verges: 	M. Le Commissai~e du Gouvernement was asking~dV~ 
the other l/Itj. ~: "Did you go to Algeria?" ~ 
as if some doubt was to be cast upon their 
sincerity. 

The Commissaire got angry; he said that he was doing his 
job and that he did not wafttto be nagged. 

Maitre Verges: 	But here is a witness who did go to Algeria 
( •.• ) When Paupert says 'I saw scenes of 
torture'. can you reply to him 'Alas, this 
is true' or 'No, this is a lie'. 

M. 	 Teitgen: Excesses and tortures have been the reasons why 
I left my functions and duties. 

Maitre Verges~ Was it necessary for the authorities to 
attempt a cover~up of_certain scandal? 

",b 
The President: 	I would/ask this question! 

Protests among 	 the defense, grumb1ings. 

M. 	 Teitgen: When I was deported to Germany, above the main 
door of the camp I could read: "Recht oder 
Unrecht, mein Vater1and". (Just or unjust, this 
is my homeland). I understand that a certain 
number of people like those present here may ~ 
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made some errors. Ma' I ask once again the 
Justice of my country not to leave to those here 
present the choice between a just "patrie" 
and and unjust "patrie". And I do hope that your 
judgements will not allow people to say that my 
"patrie" is unjust. 

The declarations of M. Teitgen made a considerable impression 
upon all present and certainly were one of the high points of the entire 
trial. 

Sept. 22: SartEe's letter arrived to the tribunal. It is a very 
long text reproduced in most newspapers of the time. Here are some of the main 
passages. 

The independance of Algeria is an.event we can deem certain. 
What is not certain is the future of democracy in France, for the Algerian 
war has eaten away this country. The progressive dwindling of liberties, 
the disparition of a political life, the generalisation of torture, 

permanent; insurrection of the military power against the 
civilian powe~ indicate an evolution which can,without exaggeratio~ 
be called fascis~n front of this evolution the left is powerless 
and it will remain so if it does not accept~~M~Ae'its efforts 
to those of the only force actually struggling against the 
common enemyof Algerian and French liberties, and that force 
is the FLN. 

For the first time and despite all the obstacles 
of prejudice and prudence, Algerian and French people are 
united in a brotherly common struggle, sitting together in 
the dock ••• What they represent is the future of France, 
and the ephemeral power that is about to judge them already 
represent nothing any more. 

Much criticism followed this letter in the press and in the 
opinion. Yves Florence replied in a dayly clolumn to Sartre's avowed 
readiness to "carry suitcases" (Le. funds to Swiss banks) for the FLN: 

J.P. Sartre wouldn't hesitate, in the name of man and freedom, 
to enter after some others the road to Switzerland with a 
suitcase in his hand. One must not however refuse to know 
that, eventhough it may have been at first simply crammed 

with 	papers and ideas, such a suitcase always ends up under 
the children-covered seats of a circus in Mostaganem•••• One 
feels ashamed. 

Five new charges occured to the authors of the manifeste des 
121, shortly followed by a protest of Italian writers among which Moravia. 
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l\J..Wlfarr ~ I ~ ~'tuh:>tj f:W 9Dvenc~6. 

It is about that time (23rd, 24th of September) that the Com~ 
missaire du Gouvernement formally requested maximum penalty on the 
defendents. The Muslims should get a ten years prison sentence and 
a 70,000 New Francs (eight or nine thousand pounds) fine plus a ban 
from the country; the same penalties (although a 50,000 NF fine) for 
France Binard, H~lene Cuenat,~rard Meier, Jacqueline Carre and a few 
others was recommended, whereas Jeanine Cahen, Berger, and Rispal would 
only get 6 years imprisonment and a 10,000NF fine. 

I(If we must recall the time of the Occupation, the Commissaire 
added, there is indeed a similarity hutlwith nazism, a scourge 
to mankind. Who could claim that nazism represented the whole 
people? 

As for the alleged 't<lrong doings of the army, Paupert spoke 
of some he would have seen performed by the gendarmerie. 
Those among you who belong to the gendarmerie know only too 
well how strictly senior officers control their subordinates 
and surely, that is one corps that can't be blamed for anything.'1 

More and more personalities were joining the original 121 
signatories, one of the latest being Fran~oise Sagan. As a reprisal 
against the defiant movement, the government applied sanctions against 
all signing civil members. The UGFF (Union Genera1edes Fonctionnaires 
de France) protested vehemently against these sanctions. 

Soon after came the time of "les plaidoiries" or defense 
speeches. Maitre Blumel was talking: 

My client lives in Nanterre with a view upon the shantytown. 

He accepted to be a banque de depot (passing money to Switzerland) 

If he were an accomplice, wouldn't he have fled ••• ? 


Maitre Badinter: When Muslim people come and knock at your 
door, should we wait until their names figure on a war memorial (monument 
aux morts), mixed with ours, to discover that we are brothers? 

On the 1st of October, the Ligue de l'Enseignement, the 
Syndicat des Fonctionnaires and the Federation du Spectacle protested 
together against the various sanctions the government had imposed on 
the signatories. 6 Associations d'Anciens Combattants (veterans asso
ciations) declared that they would demonstrate against the signatories 
in a march along the Champs Elysees. It was noted that no notorious 
communist had signed the petition. 

On that same day, a letter of resignation written by Teitgen t,~ )"1-) 
to Lacoste was read to the tribunal. 

{lIn the last three months, I have become convinced that we 
have stepped not so much i~illegality - which in this war 
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is meaningless - but intanonymity and irresponsibility; 
and these can only lead to war crimes ••• 
France is in danger of losing her soul. Out of some 275,000 
deported persons, only 11,000 are alive today. Mister Minister, 
you cannot ask me not to remember why so many have not come 
back and why those who are alive, among which my father and 
myself, must still give evidence ••• 

407 Parisian attorneys signed a petition of protest against 
the attitude of the defense. attorneys who had spoken very openly to the 
judges, opposing their viewpoints. 

2 Oct. Searches and arrest performed at the offices of left 
wing periodicals (Esprit and Verite et Liberte). 

~---------------
The signatories of the declaration des 121 are not allowed 

to appear on radio or television~ either themselves or their works. 
This"provokes massive havock in the programs and brings about a crucial 
problem for the direction of the RTF (Radio Television Fran~aises): 
the organisation would not fulfill its mission of information if it 
banned from its screens and antenae every quote or account of works 
performed by the signatories. Naturally, the question of the freedom 
of the press was at the center of the issue. 

At the tribunal, Mattre Mourad Oussedik is speaking. 

I~atever your decision, he says, you won't be g1v1ng 

any sanction. People will understand that you have not 

given a judgement but expressed a choice." 


Mattre Maurice Courrege. 

"Certainly our main care is not the personality of the 

defendents but the importance both political and mili 

tary of the facts they are blamed for." 


The press qualifies the entire trial of a dialogue 

between the deaf (un dialogue de sourds). 


Mattre OussediJ<#:oncludes his speech by saying: "France 

is split up inttwo camps; one of these camps will win 

and the other camp will be shattered." 

The press concludes that the country is on the brink of 

a civil war. 


Mattre Claudine Nahori, talking for France Binard, says: 

"I heard the following comment: 'in this story, the case 

of the Muslims is the least scandalous. But as for the 

Metropolitans ••• ' So, peo~ indeed make a difference. 

But if the Algerians were French~eople say they are, 

why would their case be found to be less serious~ This 

epidermic reaction (skin deep reaction) seems to prove that 

Algeria is not France." 
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Mattre Oussedik, described by journalists as a feverish 
and intense man torn apart between his deep love for French 
culture and the drama of his homeland, summarized the di
mensions of the trial. 
"If you see an enemy in a nationalist Algerian, then say 
so in your judgement. We shall draw all the necessary 
conclusions •• ' 
Are you sure that the 24 days of the Cherche-Midi won't 
be inscribed in red ink in History. Do not be trapped in 
the present context, in political passions that fight and 
struggle at the door. Political men go by. Judges remain 
and they do not have the right to make a mistake. Here in 
this room are sitting side by side the Algerians and the 
French of tomorrow. And you and me already belong to the 
past, gentlemen! What I am asking from you is a judgement 
in the face of History (un jugement dans l'absolu). You 
are military men. You value courage. They have courage. 
These French men and women are not the servants of the FLN, 
they are side by side." 

The periodical Les Temps Modernes is seized. (This was managed 
by Jeanson and directed by J.P.Sartre) 

On the evening of Oct. 3rd, a march on the Champs Elysees 
pays tribute to the victims of the FLN. A very large crowd 
attends. 

Taesday Oct. 4th, the Tribunal gives its verdict. It chose 
to ignore every motive behind actions and only focussed its 
attention upon material facts. It neYer considered the po
litical aspect of this trial, it even denied it totally, as 
was its right. 

woAAt"
14 sentences to 10 years prison (4 befall men on the run) 
1 to 5 years 
1 to 3 years 
1 to 8 months see details on clipping enclosed. 
9 acquittals 

From New York, the Directeur of France Observateur reported: 
The increasing anger rising among the youth of France and 
more particularly among students will lead to new activities 
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ac.b'VI'a:, 
of an "illegal" nature, and theselwi11 be supported more and 

more frequently and openly by the liberal forces of the 

nation. This will force the government to take harsher and 

harshe~ounter measures. I cannot see how all this will 

end, but the end will be bitter. 


Kobert Barras, from the revue (periodical) Esprit was 

arrested. Olivier de Magny protested against this 'witch 

hunt threatening to disgrace the country if public opinion 

does not react rapidly." Strong protests occur at the 

RTF against the government sanctions. 


The next day, a demo gathering 3 to 4,000 people attemps to 

go to the Elysee with slogans like "Fusillez Sartre" (Sheot 

Sartre) 

The Congres pour la Liberte de la Culture protests with 

Karl Jaspers, }~ritain, Senghor,under the presidence of 

Denis de Rougement. 


Oct.6: new charges (inculpations de provocation ~ l'insou

mission et a 1a desertion avec incitation de militaires a 

la desobeissance) Schwarz-Bart, Prix Goncourt 1957, is 

among the people charged. 


4 among the attorneys of the defense are sent to the 

criminal court (tribunal correctionne1): Verges, Menabdallah, 

Oussedik and Michele Beauvi11ard. 


Nathalie Sarraute, one of the later signatories, sees a 

series of lectures she was to give in Copenhaguen, Oslo, 

Lund and GMtebord and Upsal canceled by order of the 

government. 


· 	 . noWf.4JtlfW 1:-... he' '1The communlst party remalns . J'V~t entlre turmOl • 

Oct.S: Francis Jeanson who was on the run i~ Switzerland 
with two women among which C'cile Regagnon is arrested in 
Geneva. 

13 Oct: 	3 months suspension for Verges 
Dumas acquitted 
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LE JUGEMENT 

Void III. decision du trlllUnal 
pour chacun des accuses, dana 
I'ordre decrolssant dell pel nell. 
(Application de I'artlcle as nou
veau du code penal. Ordonnance 
du II Juln 1960.) 

Addad Amada, Allane lIanlml, 
Hannoun SaId, Baksl Ailouah. 
Ould Younes, France Blnard, H~
lene Cuenat, Gerard Melef, Jean
Claude Paupert, Mlcltellne Pou
tean, Francis Jeanson, C~elle Be
gagnon, Dominique Sabret, Phl-' 
Iippe \'Ignes (les quatre denllers 
en lulte) : 10 ans de pris(tn, 10000 
nouvraux 'ranes d'amende, clnq 
ans d'interdietlon de ,eJGur et lea 
Interdictions prevues A. I'artlcle U 
du code p~nal. (En ce qui concernIII 
Gerard Me!er, peine conlondulII 
aVec celie de clnq ans de pl'lsan 
pour d~sertlon; de m~me en ell 
qlll concerne Do.ksl deJIl. ~'()ndamn6 
lui au~sl A trois ana, er:alement 
pour desel·Uon. Pour Micheline 
Pouteau I'o.mende est de 50000 
nOll vef\ult {rlmcs seulement.' 
Jacqu~lIne Carre: cinq ans de 

prison. 500 NF d'amende, et 11" 
Interdictions de )'artlcle 42. 
JArqu~s Rispal : trol. ans d" 

prison, 10000 NF d'anlende, et lea 
In tel'<lIdlolls de )'artlclo 42. 

Jeallille Callen: hutt DIals de 
Jlrlson, ~OO NF d'lm.t',,!!e, et lea 
InlprdieUun, de I'artlcle 4~, 

Jacqll~s Tr~hont", 1.1." Tn-bouta, 
OdeU.. IIntelllrt, l'A1l1 (" ....chet, 
."ndre ThoTf·nt~ (;contes Berger, 
\'y()nne Il~rt illOU o;c UbIIAI, DeniM! 
Harrat, BraMml I,c ..n~.: acqult 
t~., 


